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Happy Friday!

An Announcement from LBC
As the school year is winding down, our Resource Roundup emails will be stopping
for the summer. We will be sending one last Resource Roundup email in two weeks
with some resources you can provide your students to continue summer arts
engagement. The LBC Education team is working on some exciting updates for
summer and beyond. We hope to share more information with you soon!

Let's Be Creative! with LBC
Every day at 1pm, seven days a week, we’re releasing a new arts video on the
LBC Facebook page where students of all ages and their families will be able to
learn and participate in the arts from their own homes.
Our weekly live improv class meets each Wednesday at 1pm on Zoom. If you
haven’t checked it out yet, give it a try! Each week Hannah will teach us a new
game that we play together. This week, you’ll also see more special effects
makeup tricks, monologue writing tips, and of course, another weekly ukulele
lesson. Find these things and more on our Facebook page!
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Community Resources

We have a lot of wonderful partners in the community who are also working hard to
connect teachers and students to learning opportunities as we continue to shelterin-place. Check out a few of our favorites this week:
The Museum of Sonoma County has designed some amazing virtual experiences
for you to enjoy from your own home. From self-guided tours, playdough tutorials,
to even a virtual escape room(!) Take a look at what they have to offer on their
website.
How do you feel about dragons? Every weekday at 10am Gio Benedetti is hosting
daily zoom workshops showing participants how to draw everyone’s favorite
mythical creature. For the zoom invite, email Gio or direct message him on the
Draw a Dragon Facebook page!
The Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta, Georgia has been providing professional
puppetry experiences to visitors from all over the world for over forty years. Each
weekday, the CPA is hosting a full schedule of free programming including classes,
crafts, and performances available on social media. Check out the schedule here
and find the performances on Facebook!

Digital Residencies
Last call for digital residencies! If you’re interested in bringing LBC’s artsintegrated residencies to your students this year, feel free to reach out to Hannah
Keefer to discuss options that would work for you and your students.

The Teacher's Lounge
On Drop the Mic this week is a feast for the eyes from virtual museum tours, art
created in isolation to a look at how our local arts community is responding to SIP.
We are also excited to share a heartfelt Q&A with three female sculptors from our
very own Sculpture Garden: Catherine Daley, Jann Nunn and Kati Casida.
Last Friday on Luther Locals we were excited to present Eki Shola. Her vibrant
career in music and medicine can be described best by the artist herself: “I create
music not only for myself, but to generate a space for the listener. Music is
healing.” A vocalist and pianist, Eki Shola’s music transcends genre as she
seamlessly draws from jazz, electronica, and world music to create a sonic
landscape all her own. Her music has been described as “inimitable” and “…sound
art to be used to trigger thought and encourage love and beauty through rhythm
and unique composition. Check out her mini-concert from last week and look for
this week’s Luther Locals episode, which will drop tonight at 5pm!
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